
E10M    
New Metal In-Ear Headset
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Specifications

Transducers ：Dynamics,10mm,Neodymium
Frequency range ：15Hz～22KHz
DC resistance ：16±10%Ohms
Sensitivity ：100±2dB at 1KHz/mW
Microphone frequency range ： 20Hz~16KHz
Microphone sensitivity : -58dB ±2dB/mW 
Maximum input power ：20mW
Cable length ：1.2m
Connector ：Stereo 3.5mm,I style plug gold-plated
Weight ：11g
Packaging ：70×165×35mm
Color ：gun，gold，red，purple
Accessories ：S,M,L Silicone eartips，Double flange silicone eartips，Cable clip，Travel pouch，Switching cable

Unique entire metal mechanical design
Well balanced sound with powerful bass
Comfort design and distinctive look
Robust construction
iPod/iPhone compatible & MP3 ready

E10M

The version, with a microphone was designed specifically for iPhone music playback, 
free control adjusting the volume and answer calls; Button according to different 
color is tie-in headset corresponding colors, dazzle beautiful and fashionable; Let you 
enjoy music at the same time, in any will not miss an important call.



E30M        Sport Headset
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Specifications

Transducers ：Dynamics,9mm,Neodymium
Frequency range ：15Hz～22KHz
DC resistance ：12±10%Ohms
Sensitivity ：94±2dB at 1KHz/mW
Microphone frequency range ： 20Hz~16KHz
Microphone sensitivity : -58dB ±2dB/mW 
Maximum input power ：20mW
Cable length ：1.2m
Connector ：Stereo 3.5mm,I style plug gold-plated
Weight ：10g
Packaging ：70×165×35mm
Color ：black，white，pink，blue
Accessories ：S,M,L Silicone eartips，
                        Double flange silicone eartips，
                        Cable clip，Travel pouch，Switching cable

Balanced sound , powerful bass
Comfort , ergonomic in-ear design
Professional over ear cabling for best fit
Good noise isolation
iPod/iPhone compatible & MP3 ready

E30M
The version, with a microphone was designed specifically for iPhone 
music playback, free control adjusting the volume and answer calls; 
Button according to different color is tie-in headset corresponding 
colors, dazzle beautiful and fashionable; Let you enjoy music at the 
same time, in any will not miss an important call.



EH11M           Sport Headset
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Specifications

Frequency range ：15Hz～22KHz
DC resistance ：16±10%Ohms
Sensitivity ：107±2dB at 1KHz/mW
Microphone frequency range ： 20Hz~16KHz
Microphone sensitivity : -58dB ±2dB/mW 
Cable length ：1.2m 
Connector ：Stereo 3.5mm,Y style plug gold-plated
Weight ：19g
Packaging ：70×165×35mm
Color ：black-green，blue-white，orange-gray
Accessories ：S,M,L Silicone eartips，
                        Double flange silicone eartips，
                        Cable clip，Travel pouch，
                        Switching cable

Clip-on design for secure fit
Robust metal constrution for everyday use
For sports and active lifestyles
iPod/iPhone compatible & MP3 ready

EH11M
The version, with a microphone was designed specifically for iPhone music 
playback, free control adjusting the volume and answer calls; Button according 
to different color is tie-in headset corresponding colors, dazzle beautiful and 
fashionable; Let you enjoy music at the same time, in any will not miss an 
important call.
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Our first thought during the design phase was to make this product as lightweight as 
possible….so this amplifier is almost full plastic in construction with rubberized outer finishes 
and a metal strip for accent. The housing is glued shut or clipped very tightly together so 
there isn’t any screw on the outside.  The golden painted artwork is a special rubber paint 
which is scratch resistant. All the switches and control buttons are so conveniently placed 
which makes for easy use when on the move. Another great feature is the XB switch….. a 
must have for all those people who love to listen from time to time to a bass boost function. 
This product is really designed for all those who want to be part of the fashion scene, it has 
all the in box accessories you will need if you are looking for a constant companion….look 
no further.
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